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Abstract
Innovation contests provide several benefits, but
many organizations struggle with managing emergent
challenges that occur during the idea selection process.
This paper builds on qualitative interviews, where
practitioners shared their experiences with managing
innovation contests. Across the 13 contest domains
studied in 31 cases, we identified five frequently
occurring contest goals: (1) promote entrepreneurship,
(2) collect innovative ideas, (3) elevate awareness, (4)
explore market opportunities, and (5) find talent that
influence the design of the selection process. Moreover,
for five common emergent challenges we identified how
practitioners apply manual and IT-enabled coping
strategies, which can be associated with three design
elements, i.e., the (1) ideas for the innovation, the (2)
raters of the ideas, and the (3) duration of the selection
process. These findings are summarized in a guiding
framework that helps practitioners design, navigate,
and manage the complex process of idea selection.

Introduction
According to recent studies, 84% of executives
consider their business success to be dependent on
innovation [1]. But how do businesses drive innovation?
Businesses can adopt open innovation initiatives, which
are activities to source innovative ideas from users or
agents outside and inside organizational boundaries, or
closed innovation initiatives, which refer to innovation
processes traditionally performed in R&D departments
[2]. This paper focuses on open innovation, where
businesses rely on external expertise to develop new
products and services instead of fully executing the
entire innovation process in the R&D department [3].
The benefits of open innovation are twofold. First,
open innovation enables firms to boost their overall
performance [4]. By leveraging external sources,
organizations have the opportunity to identify the ideas
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that fit best to their current needs, drive internal growth
[5] and enhance their competitive advantage [4].
Furthermore, open innovation enables the ideators to
show their talent [6-8] and obtain various benefits like
enjoyment and learning, gain reputation, and win
monetary rewards [9, 10].
While highly beneficial, open innovation initiatives
certainly require significant effort and resources to
return the expected value. According to [1], more than
half of the organizations that rely on open innovation
fail to bridge the gap between their innovation strategy
and the broader business strategy. Why is that? While
we know that a well-managed idea generation phase can
result in the generation of many high-quality ideas [11],
idea selection can be that challenging that high-quality
ideas do not make it on the shortlist [12]. A main reason
is the high cognitive demand [13] imposed on and the
limited cognitive resources of raters, which may result
in cognitive overload [14] and consequently, in poor
selection performance [15]. Thus, selection
performance may not be considerably higher than
chance [16-18], which makes the effective management
of the selection processes a top challenge of open
innovation [19].
Multiple methods are suggested to improve the
selection process and solve emerging problems, but they
are often manual [13] and effortful. The recent advances
in machine learning techniques may offer new
opportunities to automate categorization and
classification tasks. Advances in natural language
processing provide unique opportunities to scale
communication tasks [20]. However, we know little
what IT-enabled strategies organizations adopt to
counteract emergent challenges during idea selection.
The purpose of this paper is to provide
recommendations in the form of a guiding framework
that helps practitioners manage the design of idea
selection processes and cope with emergent challenges.
In the current study, we draw on 34 interviews with
contest managers in 31 unique cases that provide their
perspective on what to consider during idea selection
(Section 2). We identified five context goals that offer
holistic insights into WHY practitioners run open
innovation initiatives (Section 3). We also found
prominent design elements that characterize the
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selection process and allow to deduce WHAT to
consider when designing the selection process. We
uncovered HOW practitioners solve selection
challenges that commonly emerge (Section 4). We
conclude by summarizing these findings into a guiding
framework (Section 5).

About the Innovation Contests
We conducted 34 semi-structured interviews
between May 2017 and March 2018 in 31 unique case
settings. As Table 1 depicts, 9 cases reported on startup
challenges, 4 cases were student challenges, and the
remaining 18 cases were idea contests in 11 different
domains. The studied innovation contests differed in
terms of their size (22 ideas to 5116 ideas), their
involvement of raters, their durations for converging on

ideas (0.5 to 104 days), their goals for the contest, and
the challenges they experienced. Please refer to the
Appendix for more details on the research methodology.

Why do organizations run innovation
contests?
Contest organizers have diverse goals when they run
an innovation contest, and these influence the
management of idea selection. Our interviewees
reported on five contest goals that explain why
practitioners engage in such open innovation initiatives:
“collecting
innovative
idea(s)”,
“promote
entrepreneurship”, “elevate awareness”, “explore
market opportunities”, and “find talent(s)”.
One of the most widely recognized contest goal (13
cases) was collecting innovative idea(s). Contest

Table 1: Case overview
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organizers adopt this goal when they seek to find a
solution to a given problem: “The goal was to identify
innovative news media solutions.” (AE) or to
investigate application areas of products under
development: “The objective was clearly that you can
identify use cases.” (Q). Organizations that wanted to
improve rigid processes, like bringing products faster to
the market, are also subsumed under this goal: “Our
development cycles are more likely to last four years. So
that was also a goal to show that in such an area, where
it is about an E-Pad, it can be faster.” (D). Also, the
intention to foster innovativeness, by obtaining
inspirations and encouraging out-of-the-box-thinking
for disruptive innovations is a characteristic of this goal:
“[...] for us it's great to see that a topic is sometimes
seen from different perspectives and not just the
analysts’ perspectives.” (AB).
Almost half of our studied contest cases strived to
promote entrepreneurship (15 cases) in addition to
other contest goals (e.g., collecting innovative ideas) or
as a mere focus. The organizations that pursued this
objective aimed at supporting contributors or start-ups
in their business practices: “[...] to offer the best
possible support to get them [the ideas] into the race.”
(G). Primary focus in this context involved the support
through business-trainings and mentoring activities in
early stages: “The aim was actually to mobilize the
start-up activities [...] It's actually very much about
mobilizing and giving support to as many people as
possible on their entrepreneurial path.” (Y). Some
contest
organizers
also
offered
networking
opportunities as part of the contest, which allowed to-be
entrepreneurs to exchange ideas and learn from each
other. “It has become such a good community, and many
people have networked and wanted to work together.”
(D). Another form of achieving this goal related to
enhancing the ideators’ publicity and foster traction:
“[...] to give start-ups in developing countries the
opportunity to attract global attention.” (R). Finally,
contest organizers relied on matching the contributors
with potential investors, generating mutual benefits for
both parties to achieve this goal: “Our expectation is
that it will be a very positive event for both sides, for the
start-ups and the investors, which means that there will
be deals.” (X).
Organizations also set up open innovation initiatives
to elevate awareness (9 cases) about a particular topic
or area. According to our study participants, innovation
contests were deployed as a marketing tool to enhance
the brand name: “They really want to use
crowdsourcing as a marketing instrument.” (N). In
other cases, the focus was to build a community around
the organizer of the contest: “The aim is community
building around the topic of social entrepreneurship.”
(Z). Besides, contests were also conducted to promote a
specific topic or concern. For example, a car

manufacturer held a contest to increase awareness on the
subject of mobility: “Our goal was actually to create
awareness for this mobility topic.” (D).
When contest organizers set the goal to explore
market opportunities (5 cases), they were more
interested in receiving future business-relevant
information rather than collecting ideas as a concrete
solution to a problem. Thus, the innovation contest was
utilized to identify trends: “We use innovation contests
not so much to end up with one awesome solid idea, but
as a tool for collecting things and trends that are going
on” (AE), or customer needs: “if there are problems that
people have with the way they consume media and how
they could potentially provide a solution for that.” (AE).
Organizations also used innovation contests to find
talent(s) (4 cases), to form and promote motivated
groups of innovative thinkers and drive innovation
within a company: “The purpose of this campaign was
not to select ideas, the purpose of this campaign was to
identify talents.” (J).
Figure 1 summarizes the five identified contest goals
ordered by the frequency of each goal mentioned. But
why is it important to be aware of these goals?
Generally, we observed that most contest organizers
have an overarching goal that drives the innovation
initiative. This goal demonstrates a clear vision of what
they want to achieve with an innovation contest. The
mere specification of the contest goal(s) is not enough,
but also needs to come along with a clear challenge
description and a definition of relevant evaluation
criteria. Otherwise, organizations run the risk that
contributors generate ideas that do not solve their
problem or that raters discard ideas even though they
would have fit their vision. Further goals that might be
pursued on the side are either a “nice to have” outcome
that complements the initial goal or emerge during the
innovation contest.

Figure 1. Contest goals
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How do organizations deal with emergent
challenges?
The introduced contest goal(s) are essential for idea
selection as they provide a vision of what kind of ideas
the organization deems good or not. For example, the
CEO of a contest host reported that “there were several
solutions they didn't want or that they already had” (F).
However, several other design elements (i.e., a
combination of common design features of contests
[21]) exist that influence the complex process of idea
selection. This paper contributes three common design
elements, “ideas’”, “raters”, and “duration” that
organizations deployed for their idea selection
processes. These design elements are very much in line
with the “degree of elaboration”, “evaluation” and
“contest period” suggested by [21], but partly differ in
their specific characteristics. Challenges can emerge fast
despite a well-thought-through selection process design.
Hence, we provide insights into prominent challenges
that emerged during the idea selection process and the
ad hoc coping strategies that organizations
implemented. The majority of the coping strategies
required manual work, extra time, and additional
resources. To decrease manual work and resource
expenditure, our interviewees recommended several
functionalities, which are either already implemented or
would provide appropriate IT support. We argue that
such automated solutions could most likely tackle some
of the challenges when concrete goals are set. Thus, we
suggest how technology can facilitate the digitalization
of the idea selection process.

4.1 Design element “ideas”
Design element. The first design element “ideas”
refers to the design of the steps in selection processes
depending on the quantity and quality of ideas submitted
to a contest. While most organizations had a plan ready
for how to engage in selection, they often had to
redesign their selection process depending on the
quantity and quality of ideas they received. Related to
this design element “ideas”, we identified high quantity
of ideas and poor idea description as the major emergent
challenges.
Emergent challenge – high quantity of ideas. Our
study participants provided rich insights on how they
dealt with the number of submitted ideas and described
how information overload occurred. The number of
submitted ideas ranged between 20 and more than 5,000
ideas. In most cases, the size of the contest was
independent of the contest goal an organization pursued.
However, for contests with the goal to “collect
innovative idea(s)”, the number of submitted ideas
tended to be bigger with a few hundred or more ideas.

In a case with the goal to “collect innovative idea(s)”,
the number of ideas submitted was so high that the
contest’s organizers were overwhelmed and faced
difficulties how to manage the overwhelming amount of
ideas: “We had 152 teams and a total of 5116
submissions. No one was expecting that many
submissions and that many participants.” (F).
In other cases, the contest organizers explained that
also the variety of idea content was overwhelming.
While the number of submissions was rather low with
57 generated ideas, the actual content was hard to
process as it included text, figures, community
feedback, and several other attributes necessary for the
evaluation. The contest organizers explained that such
detailed descriptions quickly led to information
overload: “One export from the platform has all the
information, like the idea, title, description, evaluation
criteria, average evaluation, evaluation from the
community and experts, and number of views. We have
much information.” (O).
Coping strategies. To counteract the information
overload and successfully deal with the number of ideas,
the contest organizers turned to drastic solutions like
immediate idea elimination according to required
submission features. Specifically, a contest organizer
described the detailed steps of the elimination process:
“First things first, you look at, "were all of the questions
answered?" and if there are any blank fields, then you're
automatically eliminated. It's one quick step. The next
step is that any submission that didn't include a design,
because it was a design challenge and you had to submit
a design, was reviewed in our database and
eliminated.” (F). Even though immediate elimination
proved an efficient way for drastically reducing the
number of ideas, it resulted in fear of missing out as the
contest organizers were advised to repeat the evaluation
process and ensure that nothing good has been left out:
“That was actually a request from the client. They said,
-we're getting a bit nervous here, we want to make sure
that we did not eliminate anything good, so can you guys
go back and run your elimination process again, and
search for the specific keywords?” (F).
Alternatively, a way to counteract the information
overload issue and manage the number of ideas was to
restructure ideas manually. The contest organizers
described how they dealt with the content of the
submitted ideas through merging of similar ideas,
splitting of diverse ideas in single submissions and
content structuring. This strategy even though was time
consuming, provided a good overview and assisted
better evaluation in consequent steps: “When the
ideation phase was over, when we had this critical
amount of information, I structured and analyzed all
[ideas] "ok, these ideas are about the same thing", so I
try to merge, structure, split, or maybe rephrase them,
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so that they are like bullet points and easy to read and
comprehend.” (E).
Another solution was to manually cluster similar
ideas so that they would be easily comparable within
their category: “We clustered the ideas [...]. It really
helped to compare these ideas within their cluster.” (D).
IT features. To avoid the fear of missing out due to
information overload, our interviewees proposed
additional IT solutions that can enhance the quality and
speed up the elimination process. By categorizing ideas,
contest organizers can better manage the high number
of ideas as raters have a more comprehensive overview
of similar ideas. Categorization of ideas can be achieved
through text mining techniques like keyword extraction
(E, S, P) and clustering (AE, J). Some of our participants
highlighted the usefulness of standardized submission
forms (A, D, T) on the online submission platform that
allow the easier application of these techniques and
other relevant categorization and structuring methods
(e.g.,
filtering).
Successful
structuring
and
categorization are associated with smarter allocation of
ideas to the raters and alleviate the problems that arise
due to the high number of ideas.
Emergent challenge – poor idea description.
Apart from quantity issues, we also came across quality
issues. The interviewees emphasized the challenge of
how to deal with poor quality ideas. Poor quality ideas
were either too short: “Some ideas were described very
precisely or too briefly and a member of the jury who is
not used to the topic can't evaluate that.”(Q), poorly
articulated: “There were ideas that had a concrete
relevance to the common good, but were poorly
formulated.” (G), or not in line with the contest goal:
“Sometimes there are applicants who don't really read
through the criteria or just send [the idea] off.” (U).
Interviewees argued that poor quality resulted from
low motivation and a lack of creativity by the ideators.
The interviewees expressed an apparent dissatisfaction
and highlighted that the ideators should think through
their ideas and consider the criteria before submission:
“Well, there are just a lot of people who make a
submission in five minutes and then don't really think
about it. And don't submit technical ideas, but rather
wishes.” (D).
Coping strategies. To tackle the challenge of poor
idea quality, the interviewees emphasized the
importance of community managers as facilitators.
Even though a contest received many ideas (more than
600), the community managers engaged with the
ideators during the idea generation phase and provided
them with additional support in order to reflect on and
improve their ideas: “We also discussed and did a lot of
community management and asked: How do you exactly
imagine it? What do you mean by it? How could it
work?” (D). When idea descriptions were too short
additional information was requested from the ideators

to enable effective evaluation: ”If [the idea] is about an
app that I didn't understand from the implementation
point of view, I contacted the ideator again, with the
request to explain it.” (L).
In later stages, when the submission period was over,
the poor quality ideas were strictly evaluated and
immediately eliminated: “If someone just uploads a
product sheet, it is not a business plan. This is something
we kick out” (Y). Such elimination rounds helped
organizers to quickly reduce the size of the idea set to
ease subsequent in-depth evaluation.
IT features. To detect ideas with poor quality easier
and facilitate work efficiency, the interviewees
recommended performing pairwise comparisons (A, D,
I). Pairwise comparison is an idea presentation mode
that displays two ideas at a time. This mode allows the
raters to compare similar ideas and eliminate those that
do not meet the contests’ evaluation criteria.
Additionally, appointing community managers for
effective communication with the ideators and the
improvement of the idea description requires extra
workforce that often is not available. One solution to
that is the implementation of a system that automatically
detects missing information and asks the ideator for
further elaboration (V), i.e., an automated facilitator.
Furthermore, by considering additional idea
attributes (e.g., number of likes, comments, idea
complexity score), raters can detect poor idea
description and acquire a holistic overview of how other
experts and/or the crowd perceive the idea. As soon as
the idea attributes are aggregated (AF, O), the raters can
filter the ideas according to the attribute they are most
interested in (C) or automatically rank the ideas
according to specific criteria (N, R). Text mining
techniques, i.e., sentiment analysis on the idea’s
comments (O) can provide an overview of the general
perception (approval/disapproval) of the idea by the
crowd.
Table 2 summarizes the design element with
associated emergent challenges, potential coping
strategies, and corresponding IT features.
Table 2. Design element “ideas”
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4.2 Design element “raters”
Design element. The second design element,
“raters” refers to the composition of the people
responsible for evaluating ideas, i.e., the raters. We
categorized this element according to the number of
raters involved (1-5, 6-15, >15), their expertise (domain
expert, generalist, novice), and their involvement
(internal, external, both). In most cases, the evaluation
of the submitted ideas was performed by six to 15 raters.
Interestingly, the number of raters appears to be
dependent on the contest goal. Contests that aimed to
“promote entrepreneurship”, relied on a rather small
number of raters (fewer than five).
Organizations typically employed rater teams that
consisted of domain experts (81%) and generalists
(61%) with a high level of expertise. We observed a
tendency towards higher expertise regardless of the
contest goal. Only in 26% of the cases, novices obtained
the role of a rater, mainly when the goal was to “collect
innovative idea(s)”. In many cases, these novices were
the ideators themselves that could submit and evaluate
ideas. On the contrary, novices were not consulted when
the goal was to “explore market opportunities”, as this
might require strategic decision-making skills and
values that are in line with the companies’ vision [3].
In the majority of the cases (52%), the involvement
of the raters was internal, meaning that the raters were
employed at the organization that sponsored the contest.
In 39% of the cases, external raters accompanied
internal raters, and in 6% of the cases, only external
raters were consulted. Hence, the external crowd or
experts were usually involved complementary to
internal raters, if at all. This hybrid solution was popular
most likely because external raters could provide unique
insights into the value of an idea [3]. However, when it
comes to goals like “find talent(s)” or “explore market
opportunities”, contest organizers relied on internal
raters as their incentives were aligned with the
companies’ goals and they wouldn’t end up “buying a
pig in a poke” [3]. For the design element “raters”, we
identified lack of expertise and lack of consensus as the
major emergent challenges.
Emergent challenge – lack of expertise. Although
many contest organizers valued the background
diversity among the raters, they also had to cope with a
lack of technical expertise. Lack of expertise became
apparent when ideas were inadequately allocated. In
these cases, the contest organizers often encouraged the
raters to provide their impression and some general
feedback despite the lack of domain knowledge: “I think
there were 1-2 comments, saying “I don’t know if this is
the right idea for me.” Then we said: “ok, just skip this
idea and evaluate another one. Nevertheless, read it
through and feel free to provide some feedback.” (P).

Coping strategies. To cope with lack of expertise,
one of the strategies adopted by the raters was to
consider feedback attributes, such as number of votes or
likes: “I just looked at it, and if I wasn't really sure
about the idea, then I used [the community voting] as an
indicator.”(D). The idea attributes demonstrated the
level of popularity and often served as a good indicator
of the quality of an idea.
When ideas involved different areas of expertise,
contest organizers distributed ideas with specific topics
to the raters who could better assess them: “One is
expert in the field of healthcare, so he will evaluate the
healthcare ideas, the others have broader expertise, so
they will distribute the rest of the ideas among each
other.” (X). One of our interviewees emphasized the
importance of specifying the domain of the innovation
contest to appoint the right people in the evaluation
phase: “You have to really focus because then you really
know whom you have to involve as evaluators, whom
you have to involve as experts.” (J). While focusing the
contest theme to a narrow domain allows appointing the
appropriate raters, it can also be a risky undertaking as
organizations fear that they may prevent potential
contributors from submitting their ideas when the
campaign is too focused.
Moreover, raters asked for an expert opinion;
someone who had the required knowledge to assess
ideas, when the raters themselves were uncertain about
the quality of ideas: “When I hear someone super
critical saying: "So the way you pictured this [idea], it
cannot work at all!", I also asked the engineer in our
team: "Can you explain to me if this could technically
work?"” (M). By following this approach, the raters not
only felt more confident about the final assessment, but
also had the opportunity to acquire new knowledge. The
diverse background allowed raters to bring in different
opinions and expertise and complement the assessment.
In many cases, it was argued by our interviewees that
such diversity was valuable, as they could consult more
knowledgeable colleagues when needed and acquire
various perspectives. However, the success of external
consultation depended heavily on the expert availability
and readiness to assist and was not taken for granted.
This often resulted in extra time and additional human
resources that initially were not planned.
IT features. To cope with the lack of expertise,
practitioners suggested a number of IT features. For
innovation contests with complex topics, additional
information is helpful. Our interviewees (A, M, N, R, X,
AA) recommended that having access to information
such as the ideator’s profile, existing patents, market
situation, and competitive environment, could ease the
evaluation process. We argue that advanced automated
solutions such as virtual assistants could potentially
provide a useful information base. Automation of
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information acquisition can complement raters’
knowledge and reduce task complexity.
Furthermore, smarter idea allocation is an
appropriate solution to deal with lack of expertise.
Through automated idea distribution (AB) and profile
matching (L), the ideas are efficiently distributed among
the raters and matched with the raters’ interest or level
of expertise in a particular topic.
Emergent challenge – lack of consensus. Another
common challenge identified concerning the design
element raters is the lack of consensus during
assessment: “We realized that customer value and
market potential are difficult to assess. If you would ask
three people, you will probably get different opinions.”
(D). The raters often expressed diverse opinions not
only about the content, the quality, or potential of an
idea, but also when discussing the evaluation criteria.
The different interpretations of the evaluation criteria
resulted in confusion and long discussions until
consensus, if at all, was reached.
Coping strategies. To handle the lack of consensus,
the contest organizers described several coping
strategies. First, the standardization of the selection
criteria, through detailed descriptions and explanations
in a criteria catalogue, aimed at developing a shared
understanding among raters and faster reach of
consensus: “We had some people using [the criteria
catalogue] all over the place, we wanted to standardize
it and give them exact description of what it means when
we say "low" for competitive advantage.” (AF). In
addition, expert ratings were aggregated to smooth the
different opinions among experts: “There are people
who evaluate positively, and people who evaluate
negatively. And if you calculate an average from this
group, the different evaluations are normalized.” (AB).
Even after the ratings were aggregated, raters often
engaged in discussions to ensure consensus: “We looked
at the ranking and asked whether it corresponds to our
opinion, how we would rank [the idea]. Then it was
discussed.” (AA). Last, a holistic assessment was often
proposed as an effective way to evaluate ideas,
especially when C-level executives held the rater role.
Such a holistic assessment did not require a strict
evaluation according to formal criteria but was built on
constructive discussion: “I think the discussion is
always pretty general. It's not really focused on specific
criteria. Especially on the C-level, they're hard to guide
with evaluation criteria.” (O).
IT features. To avoid the lack of consensus, the
interviewees proposed a holistic assessment of the ideas
through a binary yes/no rating system (N) that relies on
the overall potential of the idea instead of isolated
criteria. If the contest organizers decide to rely on
designated criteria, a comprehensive description could
be provided on the evaluation platform for clarification
purposes (I). This could be further enhanced by virtual

Table 3. Design element “raters”

assistants that remind the raters of the evaluation steps
and provides a detailed description of the criteria or
concrete examples of the rating scale (M).
Table 3 summarizes the design element “raters” with
its emergent challenges, potential coping strategies and
corresponding IT features.

4.3 Design element “duration”
Design element. The third design element,
“duration”, refers to the time needed for evaluating and
selecting ideas. In the majority of the cases (55%), the
duration of the shortlisting process was between two and
three weeks. In many cases (42%) it lasted about one to
two weeks, one third (35%) took more than three weeks,
and only 25% were completed in a short time frame of
less than one week. The study participants emphasized
that shortlisting is a time-consuming process that
requires high effort and many resources. The duration
depends on several factors like the number of submitted
ideas, the availability of the raters, the raters’ workload
aside from the contest, just to name a few. While no
concrete associations can be extracted between goal and
duration, we observed that the shortlisting process of
contests that aimed to “collect innovative idea(s)”
usually lasted between two and three weeks, unlike
contests that aimed to “explore market opportunities”,
where the shortlisting process usually took more than
three weeks. We infer that the utilization of a
submission platform for many of the cases with the goal
to “collect innovative ideas” might have accelerated the
evaluation as the selection process was standardized and
many challenges as reported before could be effectively
avoided.
Emergent challenge – lack of preparation. Almost
all contest organizers reported that time-pressure was a
serious challenge. In one case, the shortlisting phase had
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to be considerably extended until all the ideas were
properly evaluated, while in another case, the duration
of the shortlisting meeting lasted only some hours.
These short but intense meetings though led to limited
concentration, and once the cognitive resources of the
participants were depleted, the discussion became
inefficient.
The inefficiencies during the evaluation process
were often linked to lack of preparation. In many cases
with the goal to “collect innovative idea(s)” the raters
didn’t take the time to read and perform an initial
assessment of the assigned ideas: “We always find out
some experts didn't evaluate, they didn't take the time.”
(O). Our study participants explained that even when the
ideas were allocated to the raters accordingly, many of
them could not read the ideas in detail due to the heavy
workload: “They got these ideas sent as .pdf and they
could read through them. I'm not sure to what extent
they did that because they have a lot to do.” (Q). Lack
of preparation was also associated with the professional
role of the raters, as C-level executives had several other
priorities that kept them busy: “In the jury meeting, you
can expect that nobody has ever seen the idea, never
been on the platform or anything, because these are like
"C-level" and they just don't prepare.” (O).
Coping strategies. To manage the lack of
preparation, contest organizers sent constant reminders
to the raters: “You give them the task, they log on the
platform, read it through, evaluate it, and they have a
lot to do, then we have to remind them again.” (D).
When raters still didn’t take the time to read the ideas
even after several reminders, the contest organizers
deployed other solutions to ensure a certain level of
preparation. Briefings and updates provided the
necessary information before shortlisting sessions: “I
just brief them because they would not have time to read
all the ideas.” (E). Idea booklets were also proposed as
an effective solution. Such booklets included all the
essential information of each idea and provided a
comprehensive overview: “We also do booklets for each
of the meetings, so they get a printed booklet with all of
the ideas, so they can actually go through it and read all
of the ideas and can make notes during the
presentation.”(O). The drawback of these booklets was
that they required extra work by the contest organizers,
but didn’t necessarily achieve the expected outcome.
IT features. Technology can significantly facilitate
a smooth workflow of the evaluation process and
increase work efficiency. Several study participants
emphasized the usefulness of a tool that can aggregate
the idea information and generate summarized reports
(S, T, AF, AA, B, W, O, Q). Such reports can provide
the most important information and save considerable
time for both the raters and the contest organizers.
Automated reminders (Y) can inform the raters when
the submitted ideas are updated and remind them to

Table 4. Design element “duration”

complete their evaluation in time. Real-time tracking of
the evaluation progress (P) can facilitate time
management and allow a better organization of the
selection process.
Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of design
element “duration” with its emergent challenges, coping
strategies and associated IT features.

Framework for successful idea selection
Open innovation initiatives can provide great
benefits to organizations. However, these initiatives are
a complex undertaking and require a clear
understanding of the goal, adequate knowledge on how
to design the process, and alternative coping strategies
to deal with emergent issues. Through our qualitative
interview study, we uncovered different contest goals,
emergent challenges that are associated with contest
design elements and manual and IT-based coping
strategies to tackle the identified challenges.
We argue that many of the emergent challenges can
be managed efficiently or be minimized, with a clear
focus on and understanding of the goal of the innovation
contest. Besides the recommendation to set concrete
contest goals, this paper provided a range of manual
solutions that can support effective management of the
emerging challenges. We are aware that not every
organization is willing to invest in new technology,
unless they see a clear benefit from the results of the
contest. Thus, manual strategies can be easily
implemented according to emergent challenges.
We also provide automated solutions that can prove
helpful according to the individual needs and alleviate
the selection process. As in one example, drastic
elimination of ideas can be automated; as soon as the
ideas do not meet the minimum requirements, like an
attached design, automated elimination can take place.
In contrast, innovation contests that aim to achieve more
subjective goals like finding talent or promoting
entrepreneurship, need to think of different ways of
assessment. In such cases, automated facilitators and
virtual assistants can support the raters, for example, by
asking for or finding additional relevant information,
and reduce the required duration.
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Figure 2 summarizes what we have found out about
the goals, design elements, emergent challenges, and
coping strategies relevant to idea selection into a
comprehensive guiding framework that can assist
contest organizers in navigating the various possibilities
of open innovation initiatives. The five contest goals
provide a more nuanced picture of what potential
benefits organizations can realize when engaging in
innovation contests. The identified design elements
“ideas”, “raters”, and “duration” allow organizations to
understand better how to design their idea selection
processes in accordance with the contest goal to achieve
the intended benefits. The guiding framework further
recommends coping strategies that practitioners adopt to
tackle these emergent challenges.
As many coping strategies require much manual
effort, we also identified opportunities for digitalization
of selection process activities. We deem the

technological progress in artificial intelligence, e.g.,
natural language processing or machine learning, as an
enabler to develop automated services that can assist,
not replace, individuals during idea selection.
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Appendix
We conducted 34 semi-structured interviews
between May 2017 and March 2018 in 31 unique casesettings. Each of the 31 cases is identified by a letter
(Table 1). Our interview guideline was informed by
topics such as the expectations and goals of the
innovation contest, and details about the selection
process. After conducting two pilot interviews, we
slightly revised the guideline for improved clarity. The
interviews were conducted face-to-face, via telephone
or via web-conferencing. They lasted between 44 and
100 minutes, with 72 minutes on average. We selected
the candidates purposively according to the following
criteria: 1) The idea selection process had to be
completed; 2) Submissions had to be qualitative (e.g.,
ideas, business plans); 3) the process of selection needed
to involve a complex deliberation.
Our sample of innovation contests varied based on
the organization type (e.g., self-hosted or intermediary),
target group (public or restricted), number of
submissions (few to many), and online contest platform
(available and not available). We aimed for maximum
variation within the sample and maximized the
differences between the cases except for the phenomena
to be explained [22, 23].
The interviews were performed in English or
German and the appropriate text passages were
translated. Several rounds of coding followed, in which
we especially focused on the goal(s), setting, emerging
challenges, and coping strategies. Five researchers
coded all interviews based on a shared codebook to
increase internal validity. Eleven interviews were coded
and compared by two researchers.
This study has some limitations that need to be
considered. First, when identifying the different goals of
innovation contests, only those explicitly mentioned
were considered. Therefore, implicit goals or hidden
agendas that could very well have influenced the
process were not taken into consideration. Furthermore,
we only had one interviewee per case for most of our
cases. This limitation implies that the acquired
information result from a single perspective and might
hinder an in-depth look into certain aspects.
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